Background: Hypertension is a stronger predictor of hemorrhagic than ischemic strokes in the general population. We aimed to identify whether hypertension or other risk factors, including HIV-related factors, differ in their associations with stroke subtypes in people living with HIV (PLWHIV). Methods: HIV-1-positive individuals from the Data collection on Adverse events of anti-HIV Drugs (D:A:D) study were followed from the time of first blood pressure (BP) measurement after 1/1/1999 or study entry until the first of a validated stroke, 6 months after last follow-up or 1/2/2014. Stroke events were centrally validated using standardized criteria. Hypertension was defined as one systolic BP ≥140 mm Hg and/or diastolic BP ≥90 mm Hg. Poisson and Cox proportional hazards regression models determined associations of established cerebro/cardiovascular disease and HIV-related risk factors with stroke and tested whether these differed by stroke subtype. Findings: 590 strokes (83 hemorrhagic, 296 ischemic, 211 unknown) occurred over 339,979 person-years (PYRS) (incidence rate/1000 PYRS 1.74 [95% confidence interval (CI) 1.60-1.88]). 
Introduction
Stroke is a major cause of mortality, morbidity and disability worldwide. Ischemic stroke is the most common stroke subtype, accounting for nearly 90% of all strokes, whereas hemorrhagic strokes have a higher fatality rate [1] . In people living with HIV (PLWHIV), an increased risk of cerebro/cardiovascular disease (CVD) is well documented across diverse clinical settings and populations [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . Multiple factors are likely to contribute to this increased risk, including a higher prevalence of common CVD risk factors such as hypertension, diabetes, dyslipidemia, renal impairment and smoking [2, [5] [6] [7] [8] , the pro-atherogenic effects of certain antiretroviral (ARV) drugs [4, 6, 9, 10] and HIV-related inflammation, immune activation and microbial translocation [11] . In addition, hypercoagulability and inflammation-induced intracranial vasculopathy may also play a role [6, 12, 13] .
Although cerebrovascular and cardiovascular diseases exhibit similarities in risk factors and pathophysiology, cerebrovascular disease is generally more heterogeneous, and ischemic and hemorrhagic strokes have distinct risk profiles. In PLWHIV, the heterogeneous nature of stroke pathophysiology and clinical presentations, which may be complicated by neuro-infections mimicking stroke, means that few studies have considered stroke outcomes; studies of hemorrhagic stroke as a separate endpoint are limited [3, 6, 14] and thus, to date, most studies in this population have considered ischemic strokes or a composite endpoint of both stroke subtypes and/or other forms of CVD [2, 4, 6, 8] . In the general population, several shared risk factors for ischemic and hemorrhagic strokes have been identified including hypertension, renal impairment, age, ethnicity, diabetes, obesity and smoking [15] . Hypertension and low estimated glomerular rate (eGFR) are more strongly linked to hemorrhagic than ischemic strokes [16, 17] , whereas
Research in context
Evidence before this study Pubmed search: We used PubMed to identify previous studies on stroke and stroke risk factors in people living with HIV, using search terms "stroke and HIV", "cardiovascular disease and HIV", "cerebrovascular disease and HIV", "ischemic strokes and HIV", and "hemorrhagic strokes and HIV". The search included studies up to June 10, 2018 , with no language restrictions. To date, most studies on stroke in this population consider ischemic strokes only or a composite endpoint that includes both ischemic and hemorrhagic strokes and/or other forms of cerebro/cardiovascular disease. The etiology of increased stroke risk in people living with HIV includes a higher prevalence of traditional cerebro/cardiovascular disease risk factors and factors relating to immunosuppression and inflammation such as HIV-vasculopathy and immune reconstitution. Multiple risk factors have been associated with an increased risk of stroke, including age, hypertension, diabetes, dyslipidemia, smoking, hepatitis C virus, and injection drug use. Findings are conflicting, however, on the importance of immunosuppression and viral replication for stroke risk. In the general population it is known that ischemic and hemorrhagic strokes have distinct risk profiles, and although the two types of strokes share several common risk factors, hypertension and low estimated glomerular rate have been shown to be more strongly linked to hemorrhagic than ischemic strokes, whereas ischemic stroke is more strongly linked to metabolic risk factors. As no previous studies on stroke risk in people living with HIV have formally compared risk profiles for the two stroke types, it is unknown whether hypertension, other traditional cerebro/cardiovascular disease risk factors and/or HIV-related factors differ significantly in their impact on risk for ischemic versus hemorrhagic stroke.
Added value of this study
Five-hundred and ninety centrally validated strokes occurred over 339,979 person-years of follow-up from 1999 to 2014. In formal comparison models (83 hemorrhagic and 296 ischemic strokes), we found the strongest common predictors to be hypertension and older age. Male gender, previous cardiovascular events, and smoking were stronger predictors of ischemic strokes, whereas hypertension, hepatitis C virus coinfection and estimated glomerular filtration rate b60 mL/min/1.72 m 3 were stronger predictors of hemorrhagic strokes. A CD4 count b 200 cells/μL was associated with a borderline increased risk of hemorrhagic but not ischemic stroke, whereas a higher viral load and exposure to antiretroviral therapy were not associated with the risk of either stroke subtype. Although we were limited by a relatively low number of hemorrhagic strokes, findings from this large, heterogeneous cohort with centrally validated separate stroke endpoints suggest that some traditional and HIV-related risk factors may differ by stroke subtype in people living with HIV.
Implications of all available evidence
With the well-documented increased risk of stroke in the HIVpositive population, screening and preventive treatments are becoming increasingly important as this population is aging. As the risk of complications (e.g. bleeding) of anti-thrombotic therapy increases with age, stroke risk stratification which takes into account traditional cerebro/cardiovascular risk factors as well as HIV-related factors, may help to determine the relative benefits and risks of such therapy. Our findings indicate that the use of stratified predictors may provide more precise risk estimates. Further studies are needed to confirm our findings, in order to individualize and optimize stroke prevention and management leading to improved outcomes. ischemic stroke is typically more strongly linked to metabolic risk factors [15] .
As in the general population, risk factor stratification may be of value in PLWHIV; risk factors may vary or have opposing effects on the two stroke subtypes, and preventive medications, such as anti-thrombotic therapy, have opposing effects on risk of ischemic and hemorrhagic strokes [18] . The effects of some common CVD risk factors may, however, differ in PLWHIV, and we do not know whether HIV-related factors are also differentially associated with ischemic and hemorrhagic strokes. As the HIV-positive population ages, and the risk of complications of anti-thrombotic therapy, such as bleeding, increases, stroke risk stratification which takes into account both common CVD risk factors and HIV-related factors, could be helpful when determining the relative benefits and risks of such therapy.
By identifying their respective risk for each stroke subtype, it may be possible to influence clinical decision-making, individualize and optimize stroke prevention and management and improve outcomes. Our aim was to investigate systematically whether hypertension, other common CVD risk factors and HIV-related factors were differently associated with ischemic and hemorrhagic strokes in the D:A:D (Data Collection on Adverse events of anti-HIV Drugs) Study.
Material and Methods

Study Design, Study Participants and Outcomes
The D:A:D Study is a large, prospective observational cohort study which followed N49,000 HIV-1-positive persons from 11 collaborating cohorts receiving care at 212 hospital clinics in Australia, Europe and USA, who together contributed N450,000 person-years (PYRS) of follow-up (for participating institutions, see Appendix). The primary aim of the study, described previously [19] , was to investigate associations between the use of ARV drugs and risk of CVD. The data collected included information on socio-demographic factors, HIV-related and other laboratory markers, ARV regimen/history and CVD risk factors/ treatments. Data were reported to the D:A:D coordinating center as anonymous, computerized case report files which were then merged into a standardized central dataset. All cases of stroke were validated centrally by a trained medical doctor, against a validated stroke algorithm (https://www.chip.dk/Portals/0/files/Study%20documents/DAD_ MOOP_revised2013.pdf) based on the presence of focal neurological signs (with/without additional imaging), with duration N 24 h and no evidence of any non-vascular cause. Accepted stroke events were classified as definite or possible depending on the level of certainty. The differentiation of strokes into the ischemic and hemorrhagic subtypes was undertaken based on imaging data; where imaging data were unavailable, strokes were classified as being of unknown etiology.
This analysis was conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki, with approval by national ethics committees and informed consent where required by national regulations. All participating cohorts followed local national guidelines/regulations regarding patient consent and/or ethical review. In particular, of the countries represented, only Switzerland and Australia required specific ethical approval for D:A:D in addition to that required for their national cohorts (Swiss HIV Cohort Study and AHOD), both of which have obtained this approval. France, Italy, and Belgium do not require specific ethical approval over-and-above that required for the individual cohorts (Nice/ Aquitaine, Brussels St. Pierre and IcoNA, respectively). Neither the Netherlands (ATHENA) nor the United States (CPCRA) requires specific ethical approval as data are provided as part of HIV care and as the datasets are non-identifiable public use datasets. For the EuroSIDA study (including data from the BASS and Swedish cohorts), which includes participants from many European countries, each participating site has a contractual obligation to ensure that data collection and sharing is done in accordance with national legislation; each site principal investigator either maintains appropriate documentation from an ethical committee (if required by law) or has a documented written statement to say that this is not required.
Statistical Methods
We followed D:A:D Study participants from the time of the first blood pressure (BP) measurement from 1/1/1999 or individual study entry until the first of a validated stroke, 6 months after last follow-up or 1/2/2014. We calculated incidence rates (IRs) separately for ischemic, hemorrhagic and unknown stroke subtypes, overall and after stratification by the presence or absence of hypertension over follow-up, which we defined as a single systolic BP ≥ 140 mm Hg and/or diastolic BP ≥90 mm Hg (regardless of the use of anti-hypertensive medication). If BP values subsequently changed, we also allowed the hypertensive status of an individual to change in a time-updated manner.
After censoring the follow-up of individuals with an unknown stroke subtype (where radiological information was missing or subtype uncertainty remained) at the time of the event, we initially explored whether the associations of several factors with stroke risk differed by stroke subtype, fitting a multivariable Poisson regression model to ischemic and hemorrhagic strokes separately. We considered the following risk factors: socio-demographic (gender, ethnicity (both time-fixed covariates), age (/5 years older), calendar year), CVD-related (dyslipidemia (defined as total cholesterol ≥ 6.2 mmol/L, HDL ≤ 0.9 mmol/L, or triglyceride ≥ 2.3 mmol/L), previous CVD event (myocardial infarction (MI)/stroke), family history of CVD, body mass index (BMI), diabetes, smoking status (all time-updated)) and HIV-related (mode of HIVacquisition (time-fixed), previous AIDS diagnosis, latest HIV-RNA viral load (VL) and CD4 count, cumulative exposure (/5 years) to protease inhibitors (PIs), non-nucleoside reverse transcriptase inhibitors (NNRTIs), nucleoside reverse transcriptase inhibitors (NRTIs)), hepatitis B virus (HBV) and hepatitis C virus (HCV) infection (all time-updated).
As these exploratory analyses did not control for competing risks, we then formally compared the reported associations with each stroke subtype using modified Cox proportional hazards models which took account of competing risks. This allowed us to investigate whether risk factors appeared to differ by stroke subtype. We compared the predictive value of each selected risk factor for the two stroke subtypes in a model that included adjustment for all other potential confounders, but in which only the selected risk factor was allowed to have different associations with the two subtypes. These models therefore allowed us to estimate the common association of each factor with the two stroke subtypes and to test whether this association differed significantly by stroke subtype. Note that in order to reduce the number of statistical tests performed, we only investigated interactions for factors that would be of direct clinical relevance (for example, interactions with 'unknown smoking status' were not considered) or where our exploratory analyses had suggested either a qualitatively different association or a substantial quantitative difference in association. Thus, for mode of HIV acquisition, we only allowed the association with IDU status to vary, for BMI we only allowed the lowest category (b18 kg/m 2 ) to vary and for smoking status, only current smoking was allowed to vary. As some of these factors were themselves correlated (e.g. HCV and IDU mode of HIV acquisition), we then fitted models that allowed multiple risk factors to simultaneously have subtype-specific effects, removing factors and interactions that no longer demonstrated a strong association with the outcome.
In a sub-analysis, we additionally included Cockcroft-Gault estimated eGFR as an additional time-updated covariate (2 consecutive measurements, 3 months apart) after restricting follow-up to the start of systematic collection of eGFR in the study (1/2/2004) . Since general population studies have normally used a definition of hypertension that requires two consecutive elevated BP measurements [17] , we also investigated the robustness of our findings to changes in the definition of hypertension, requiring individuals to have two consecutive elevated BP measurements to meet the criteria.
Statistical analyses were performed using SAS v9.3.
Role of the Funding Source
The funders had no direct role in study design, data collection, analysis, interpretation, report writing, or the decision to submit for publication. The corresponding author had full access to all data and had responsibility for submission for publication.
Results
Characteristics of Study Participants
Of the total 43,564 individuals included, the majority of participants with stroke were male, white, had acquired HIV through sex between men, were current smokers and had been exposed to ARV drugs at the time of their stroke event, whereas just under half had hypertension. Characteristics of participants at the time of their stroke, overall and stratified by stroke subtype, are displayed in Table 1 .
Incidence of Stroke Subtypes and Association With Hypertension
Over the follow-up period of 339,979 PYRS, there were 590 strokes (IR: 1.74, 95% confidence interval [CI] [1.60, 1.88]/1000 PYRS). Nearly half of the strokes were ischemic, whereas around two-thirds and one-third, respectively, were of unknown and hemorrhagic origin ( Table 2 ). The crude IRs for stroke, overall and for each sub-type, were higher in those with hypertension than in those without ( Table 2 ).
Exploratory Analysis of Stroke Risk Factors for Ischemic and Hemorrhagic Stroke
Poisson regression models suggested that the risk factor profile for the two main stroke subtypes differed (Fig. 1) . Ischemic strokes appeared to be more strongly associated with traditional CVD risk factors (male gender, dyslipidemia, previous CVD, diabetes, smoking) and previous AIDS than were hemorrhagic strokes. Conversely, while hypertension was associated with both stroke subtypes, its association appeared to be stronger for hemorrhagic strokes than for ischemic strokes (adjusted relative rate 3.53 [2.23-5 .58] for ischemic and 2.10 [1.65-2.65] for hemorrhagic) (Fig. 1a) , a similar pattern to that seen for a CD4 count b200 cells/μL. While HCV and HBV both appeared to be associated (non-significantly so) with an increased risk of hemorrhagic stroke, their associations with ischemic stroke appeared to be in the opposite direction (Fig. 1b) .
Formal Comparison of Risk Factors for Hemorrhagic and Ischemic Strokes
In line with our exploratory analyses, hypertension appeared to be a stronger risk factor for hemorrhagic than ischemic strokes, although the association was of only borderline significance (Table 3 ). Other risk factors that appeared to differ significantly in their predictive ability for either stroke subtype were male gender, current smoking and a previous CVD event, each of which appeared to be stronger predictors of ischemic than hemorrhagic strokes (Table 3) . Conversely, IDU mode of HIV infection and anti-HCV positivity/HCV infection were significantly stronger predictors for hemorrhagic than for ischemic strokes. Of the HIVrelated factors, a current CD4 count b 200 cells/μL was a stronger risk factor for hemorrhagic strokes than for ischemic strokes although the difference in predictive ability was only borderline significant (Table 3) .
In a further model which allowed more than one risk factor to interact with the stroke outcomes simultaneously (Table 4) , the association for hypertension was strengthened and was a significantly stronger predictor for hemorrhagic than ischemic strokes. It also became clear that the difference seen in the association with IDU status was largely explained by a higher rate of anti-HCV positivity in those infected through IDU. In this full multivariable model, therefore, the difference in Table 1 Characteristics of all study participants at baseline and at time of stroke, overall and stratified by stroke type.
At study entry
At time of stroke association with IDU between the two stroke subtypes was reduced substantially and was no longer significant. 
Sensitivity Analyses
Discussion
In this large, observational study of PLWHIV, we observed several differences in the risk factor profiles for ischemic and hemorrhagic strokes. Firstly, while hypertension and age were the strongest common risk factors for both stroke subtypes, ischemic strokes appeared to be more strongly linked to male gender, smoking, previous CVD events and metabolic risk factors whereas hemorrhagic strokes appeared to be more strongly linked to hypertension, a low CD4 count, anti-HCV positivity and, in a smaller sub-analysis, renal impairment. While our study was limited by the number of stroke events, particularly hemorrhagic strokes, we did find a statistically significant difference for hypertension, gender, smoking, previous CVD events, HCV and renal impairment.
Hypertension is recognized as a major risk factor for both types of stroke [15] , but has been observed to be a stronger predictor for hemorrhagic than ischemic strokes in the general population [15, 17] . We observed a similar difference in the association between hypertension and each stroke-subtype (3-fold higher for hemorrhagic but 2-fold higher for ischemic) as has been reported in the general population; the difference was statistically significant when associations were formally compared.
The aging HIV population represents a new clinical challenge due to a higher prevalence of CVD risk factors, comorbidities and polypharmacy. The risk of stroke steadily increases with age [1] ; as in the general population [15] , our analyses suggested that the predictive ability of age did not differ greatly by stroke type. While our exploratory analyses suggested that metabolic factors, including diabetes, dyslipidemia and BMI, were more strongly associated with ischemic than hemorrhagic strokes in PLWHIV, largely consistent with findings from the general population [15] , differences in predictive ability were not significant when tested formally, possibly reflecting a reduction in power due to the small number of hemorrhagic strokes included.
While male gender was a significantly stronger predictor of ischemic than hemorrhagic strokes in our analyses, as reported in the general population [15] , female gender appeared to be a stronger predictor for hemorrhagic stroke. Similar findings in PLWHIV have been reported by Chow et al. [3] .
A previous CVD event was a significantly stronger predictor for ischemic strokes, potentially due to fewer prior hemorrhagic events that also have higher fatality rates [1] . Suboptimal medical secondary prophylaxis has been reported in PLWHIV [20] emphasizing the importance of optimizing CVD risk prevention and treatment.
Current smoking was associated with an almost 2-fold increased risk of ischemic strokes and was a significantly stronger predictor of these than hemorrhagic strokes. Although smoking is an important risk factor for both stroke types in the general population, studies have generally indicated a stronger association with ischemic stroke [15, 21] . It is unclear why we do not find an association between current smoking and hemorrhagic stroke in our HIV cohort, although this may be a consequence of reduced power due to the small number of such events.
While IDU was a stronger predictor for hemorrhagic strokes, the association appeared to be primarily driven by concomitant HCV infection, which appeared to be a potential risk factor for hemorrhagic stroke but was strongly associated with a reduced risk of ischemic stroke. In contrast, a similar increased risk has been observed between HCV infection and both hemorrhagic [22] and ischemic strokes [23] in the general population. In PLWHIV, HCV has been reported to be a strong predictor for hemorrhagic strokes [14] , as has an increased risk of composite endpoints of cerebro/cardiovascular nature with HIV/ HCV co-infection [24] , suggesting a persistent inflammatory state where HIV and HCV may act synergistically [24] . For hemorrhagic strokes specifically, the inflammation-induced vasculitis changes in cerebral arteries associated with other viruses (varicella zoster virus, cytomegalovirus and HIV) may trigger bleeding [25] , as can the coagulation abnormalities associated with severe HCV-disease manifestations [26] . The lack of an association between HCV and ischemic stroke in our study might reflect a selection of HCV co-infected individuals in our cohort with more severe HCV disease at higher risk of bleeding. More research is needed to further examine the nature of these associations and whether eradication of HCV with direct acting antivirals can revert this risk in PLWHIV. However, our findings along with previous studies argue that HCV-monitoring should be included in CVD risk screening and that HCV-treatment should potentially be considered in all HIV/ HCV-infected individuals regardless of HCV disease stage.
In contrast to HCV, no significant association has previously been demonstrated between HBV and increased CVD risk in PLWHIV [6] . In our analysis, a small apparent difference in predictive risk of HBV with the different stroke subtypes was not seen in the model allowing multiple factors to vary simultaneously, which is consistent with previous data [6] .
Previous reports on the impact of both CD4 count and HIV VL on ischemic stroke risk or composite stroke endpoints in PLWHIV have been conflicting [2, 4, 6, 8] . In unadjusted analyses, we observed a strong association between low current CD4 count and increased risk of hemorrhagic stroke but not ischemic stroke, although the difference in predictive ability was non-significant and the CD4 count did not meet our threshold for inclusion in the final multivariable model. While we cannot rule out the possibility that an association was missed due to a lack of power, and as such any conclusions must be made with caution, these results are consistent with some previous studies [3, 14] . Furthermore, rigorous validation methods in our cohort reduce the risk of including AIDS-related conditions mimicking stroke, arguing that HIVrelated intracerebral immune-deficiency may indeed increase the risk of hemorrhagic stroke. Biological mechanisms behind increased hemorrhagic stroke risk with low CD4 count may be explained by two types of arterial remodeling; endothelial dysfunction related to immunosuppression and inflammation leading to the destructive process by lipohyalinosis affecting cerebral small vessels [3] , and a nonatherosclerotic dolichoectatic arterial phenotype previously associated with prolonged immune impairment in HIV [12, 27] . Immune reconstitution may also affect the arterial wall leading to increased risk of stroke after start of ARVs [13, 28] , which may argue for increased attention to stroke prevention in PLWHIV with low CD4 nadir and subsequent immune reconstitution. Conversely, we did not observe a significantly increased risk of either stroke type with a detectable VL (N 500 copies/mL).
Increased stroke risk has previously been associated with abacavir use [4, 6] and cumulative PI exposure [9] . In our study, including a larger number of stroke events and adjustment for potential confounders, no association was observed between cumulative exposure to ARVs and The p-value for the overall average effect tests the null hypothesis that there is no overall association between the parameter and stroke. c The p-value for equal effects tests the null hypothesis that the association between the parameter and stroke is the same for the two stroke subtypes (with rejection of the null hypothesis if p b 0.05, suggesting that any difference in the predictive value for the two stroke subtypes was unlikely to be a chance finding). increased risk of any of the two stroke subtypes. Although clinicians may have moved away from older ARVs known to be associated with increased CVD risk, our findings are supported by several other previous studies [2, 3, 6, 8, 29] , and the overall evidence for ARV exposure as a significant stroke risk factor seems scarce. We found low eGFR to be a significantly stronger predictor for hemorrhagic than ischemic strokes, with similar risk estimates previously reported in the general population [16] . Adjustment for other CVD risk factors did not markedly affect the eGFR estimate, possibly implying a causal relationship between low eGFR and hemorrhagic stroke; low eGFR may induce platelet dysfunction leading to prolonged bleeding time and increasing risk of cerebral hemorrhages [16] , or be correlated with cerebral small vessel disease, the mechanism behind most brain hemorrhages [16, 30] . We have previously demonstrated associations between lower eGFRs and composite endpoints of CVD [7] and current findings emphasize the importance of renal monitoring in overall CVD risk assessment.
Limitations
Although our number of hemorrhagic strokes was higher than in most other studies in PLWHIV, [3, 14] and our findings were broadly consistent with other published studies, both in the general population and in PLWHIV, the relatively small number of events may have reduced our power to detect clinically important differences in the predictive ability of risk factors, urging a conservative interpretation of our findings. As our primary interest was in the potential impact of uncontrolled hypertension, we did not investigate whether treated individuals with normalized BP might remain at higher risk of stroke. Analyses of treated hypertension in an international and multi-center cohort collaboration such as the D:A:D Study will be limited by variations in the diagnosis and treatment of hypertension, as well as the frequency of blood pressure monitoring, which are all likely to vary by country and clinic. For this reason, our analyses deliberately considered a simple definition of hypertension based on a single elevated blood pressure assessment only. However, sensitivity analyses which considered a more conservative definition (based on the requirement for two consecutive blood pressure assessments to be elevated) reached similar conclusions. Unfortunately, we do not have access to information on the subtypes of any ischemic strokes which would permit us to undertake more precise risk estimation and we do not systematically collect some stroke risk factors such as atrial fibrillation, heart failure, alcohol abuse or inflammatory markers that may play a role in stroke risk. Despite extensive efforts to obtain complete data on HCV coinfection, this information is missing for a proportion of participants which may restrict our analyses of associations with this infection. Finally, as with any observational study, unmeasured or residual confounding may have influenced our findings.
In summary, the risk factor profiles for ischemic and hemorrhagic strokes in PLWHIV appear to differ. While we found no strong evidence to support the need for specific stroke risk prediction scores for PLWHIV, our findings do emphasize the importance of considering stratified stroke risk prediction for the different stroke subtypes to optimize preventive measures and screening. Further studies are needed to confirm our findings in order to provide more precise risk scoring systems in PLWHIV as well as in the general population.
Ethics Committee Approval
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